Pattern-reversal visual evoked potentials in photosensitive epilepsy.
VEPs to checkerboard pattern-reversal were recorded from 18 epileptic patients who had EEG photoparoxysmal responses to stroboscopic light. Patients were grouped according to whether seizures were precipitated by environmental light stimuli, or television viewing. Longitudinal studies were conducted on 8 patients treated with valproic acid. We concluded the following: (1) Latency of the major positive peak (P2) of the pattern-reversal VEP was shorter among photosensitive patients than among normal controls. This was especially true of television-sensitive patients. (2) Valproic acid, when effective in controlling seizures, lengthened the P2 latency and decreased VEP amplitude. Studies of drug effects on VEPs may help to elucidate neurochemical mechanisms of the visual cortex. (3) Because of overlap of values with normals, VEP measurements are not at present very sensitive in the diagnosis of photosensitivity. However, longitudinal studies in individuals parallel clinical changes and may be useful as objective measures of improvement.